
MADRID 

 

This year the students of fourth grade at Vil·la Romana High School went to Madrid, 

Spain’s capital. This group of youth, in which I am included, spent three days in Madrid 

and one in Toledo. However, I am going to explain some of the vignettes I had the 

opportunity to experience in Madrid with my friends, classmates and teacher based on 

some stuff I keep. 

 

The first one is a blue sticker which has Grupos written on it. This sticker was given to 

me as an entrance ticket at the Reina Sofia National Art Museum. Not only did I 

enjoyed the pleasure of learning curious and interesting facts about the art pieces, but 

I also challenged a friend to wear that sticker for the rest of the day. Surprisingly, he 

did what he was challenged of. Furthermore, I traded him to wear that same sticker 

the last day at the MUNCYT (Museo Nacional de Ciencias y Tecnología) for a quick 

revision of his notes.  

It was hilarious seeing him walking around with that blue sticker in his forehead.  

 

The second one is a leaflet from the MUNCYT, the museum I mentioned before. Apart 

from the “prank” that I previously said, I learned about compelling information about 

things that I knew nothing about. Still, the visit helped me in biology since we are being 

taught about Genetics. I am saying this because there I had the chance to see how a 

DNA double helix looks like in a colossal size, compared to the regular one.  

Another vital memory in that museum is that I got lost. We were exploring the 

different expositions in small groups (about 3-4 people).  I do not know how that 

happened. I was walking in the front, thinking about random crazy stuff when I gazed 

backwards and there was nobody behind me. Hopefully, I found them. 

 

I had an astonishing experience in Madrid. I would definitely like to repeat it again as 

soon as possible.  

 

Georgina Ducet  

4th ESO 


